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Major revisions
Abstract: We reformatted with Background, Case Presentation, Conclusions.

Authors' contributions: We indicate that all authors read and approved the final manuscript.

Minor revisions
Title: We used sentence case in the title, both in the manuscript file and the submission system. Capitalise only the first word and proper nouns, and do not include full stops/periods.

Title page: We removed the running title, keywords and text 'Title', 'Authors and Affiliations' from the title page.

Qualifications: We removed the authors' qualifications (e.g. PhD / MD) or job titles from the manuscript and submissions system.

Email address: We included email addresses for all the authors on the title page

Title page: We inserted the text 'This article should be included in Original Paper section' in the acknowledgements section of the manuscript and we deleted it from the title page.

Text: We ensured all text in black.

Underlining: We deleted underlining in the final full text.

Case report: We renamed this section 'Case presentation'.

References: We inserted the references after the authors' contributions section.

Abbreviations used: we renamed this section 'Abbreviations' and formatted into a paragraph.

Thank you

Isidoro DI CARLO